
SAY SOMETHING 
ABOUT TECHNOLGY
Students were asked to tell us something about 
technology on campus. Find out what they had to say.

Event: Campus Involvement Fair
Date: Wednesday, August 31, 2016

Gershwin needs better Wi-Fi
My Wi-Fi is good.
Wi-Fi doesn’t like me (accompanied by a drawing of a disgruntled 
student)
My Wi-Fi loses connection randomly
I like online classes!
They need Wi-Fi in the bathrooms
Brookhaven Wi-Fi is good :)
I love handshake! Very Convenient!
Wi-Fi in SOMAS is weak
More colorful printers!
Blackboard is very inconvenient
Professors don’t know how to use Blackboard
Clickers are annoying (accompanied by a drawing of a clicker that 
appears to smell bad)
The Wi-Fi always goes out outside the Union
Wi-Fi in West Apartments is 50/50 reliable
My Wi-Fi always wants to ‘Get-Connected’ but I want it to be 
secure!
Wi-Fi is spotty in my room!
The Wi-Fi hates me too
The Wi-Fi cuts out often
Wi-Fi switches from guest to secure
Blackboard can use improvement
I love SINC Sites
Wi-Fi in North Reading Room 2nd floor: no good!
Love the Wi-Fi here :)
I like our free Microsoft Office Downloads
Better Wi-Fi for commuter on academic mall
DoIT department free software! Awesome :)
Wi-Fi is hard to connect to in some buildings
I would like to see the adobe products for download on my comp
The Wi-Fi works fine (in my dorm tabler)
Plz fix SOLAR interface by 2020
Wi-Fi on WolfieNet Secure isn’t reliable
Schedule builder is fabulous!
The Wi-Fi in campus is Great!
Wi-Fi is good!
The print from anywhere is great!
I love I.T.!
SOLAR Mobile does not work well on my phone on certain pages
I love the virtual SINC Site for SPSS! Wi-Fi is great!
Connect to eduroam, secure is slow
Why does Wi-Fi suck in west?
Wi-Fi in H-quad is okay
Wi-Fi sometimes fails me
Internet changes all the time
Free Wi-Fi
I love the blackboard it’s very organized
I love the SINC Sites!
Thanks for the SINC Sites!
I really like the echoboard on blackboard as I miss a lot of classes
Outside Wi-Fi on my phone makes me (and my data plan) a sad 
potato :(
My roomate is having trouble downloading the SINC Site applica-
tion. He has a lenovo.

Wi-Fi doesn’t work. 
More printers, please
Can’t log in to WolfieNet
More printers please
Wi-Fi sucks in classes (library)
DoIT is really helpful :)
I like how blackboard is used by professors
SINC Sites suck - always out of order
I love the Wi-Fi on campus  except it sucks outside
Wi-Fi ^_^
More printers!
Everything’s great!
Professors don’t know how to use tech in classroom
More pokemon stops!!!
Technology is taking over!
Better Wi-Fi
I can’t remember my email password
The Wi-Fi is spotty when I walk around campus
Projector bulbs need replacing
The internet is good for the most part
What is eduroam?
Too much websites
More SINC sites
Printer in Tabler works great
Print anywhere
Wi-Fi is amazing
Wi-Fi should be all around campus… more improvement
Printers!
More printers please
New corp lab in HSC is great
Want to download overwatch on SINC Site computers
The Wi-Fi gets slow @ night!
I tried to download Windows 7, But that website blocked all 
attempts, saying I wasn’t a student
Wi-Fi Sucks (This was also circled and another student starred 
this item and added  ‘YASS Queen’)
Wi-Fi good in Dewey
Windows for MAC support
Support help was awesome!
Wishy washy Wi-Fi :/
Wi-Fi in the library can still use some work
Wi-Fi always disconnects
Printers are good
@ Night connection gets unstable
Color printing from print quota $$
Wi-Fi in the street 
Update SOLAR please
Wi-Fi needs work
Everything is good
Wi-Fi is good
Wi-Fi is really good!
Convenient printing
Swift Wi-Fi
SINC Sites everywhere
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